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The standard model (SM) supplemented by type II seesaw and a SM gauge-singlet scalar dark matter
(DM) is a very simple framework to incorporate the observed neutrino oscillations and provide a plausible
DM candidate. In this framework, the scalar DM naturally has a leptophilic nature with a pair annihilating
mainly into the SM SUð2ÞL triplet Higgs scalar of type II Seesaw which, in turn, decay into leptons. In this
work, we consider indirect signatures of this leptophilic DM and examine the spectrum of the cosmic ray
electron/positron flux from DM pair annihilations in the Galactic halo. Given an astrophysical background
spectrum of the cosmic ray electron/positron flux, we find that the contributions from DM annihilations can
nicely fit the observed data from the AMS-02, DAMPE and Fermi-LAT collaborations, with a multi-TeV
range of DM mass and a boost factor for the DM annihilation cross section of Oð1000Þ. The boost factor
has a tension with the Fermi-LAT data for gamma-ray from dwarf spheroidal galaxies and the limit from
CMB anisotropies, which can be ameliorated with enhanced local DM density by a factor of about two.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The existence of dark matter (DM) in the Universe
has been established by a variety of cosmological and
astronomical observations. The nature of DM is still
unknown and stands as one of the biggest mysteries in
particle physics and cosmology. The measurements of
Galactic cosmic rays can provide indirect information of
DM particles since their pair annihilations or late-time
decays produce cosmic rays such as cosmic ray positrons
and antiprotons. As cosmic ray observations become more
and more precise, a deviation (excess) of an observed
cosmic ray flux from its astrophysical prediction can be
used to learn about the nature of DM particles. The
latest and most precise measurements of the cosmic ray
electron and positron (CRE) flux have been reported by the
AMS-02 [1], DAMPE [2], and Fermi-LAT [3] collabora-
tions. The increase of the positron spectrum above
100 GeV and the break of the CRE spectrum around
1 TeV are unexpected results from these measurements,
possibly indicating an excess of the CREs originating from
DM particles.

In this paper, we consider a very simple extension of the
standard model (SM), which simultaneously resolves two
major missing pieces in the SM, namely, a dark matter
candidate and a neutrino mass matrix compatible with the
observed neutrino oscillations. This model was first pro-
posed in Ref. [4] to account for an excess of cosmic ray
positions reported by the PAMELA collaboration [5]. After
the first results of the AMS-02 [6], detailed analysis for the
cosmic ray position fluxes was performed in Ref. [7]. This
and similar models were also adopted to explain the line-
like eþ þ e− excess around 1.4 TeV, recently reported by
the DAMPE [8–11]. In the model, a SM gauge-singlet real
scalar (D) is introduced along with an unbroken Z2

symmetry. The real scalar, which is a unique Z2-odd field
in the model, serves as the DM. In addition to the scalar
DM, a SM SUð2ÞL triplet scalar field (Δ) is introduced to
accommodate the observed neutrino oscillation phenomena
[12] via the type II seesaw mechanism [13–17]. Through a
four-point interaction between the DM and triplet scalars, a
pair of the DM particles mainly annihilates into a pair of the
triplet scalars, whose subsequent decays generate leptonic
final states as a new source of CREs in the Galactic halo.
The leptophilic nature of this DM particle is attributed to
the type II seesaw mechanism. The main purpose of this
paper is to revisit the CRE spectrum for the type II seesaw
model extended with scalar DM and identify a parameter
region to fit the latest CRE spectrum measured by the
AMS-02, DAMPE, and Fermi-LAT collaborations.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe
the source and propagation of cosmic rays in the Galaxy
including the DM contribution. In Sec. III we discuss the
type II seesaw model with scalar DM and its contribution to
electron/positron cosmic rays. Our numerical results of
best-fit parameters in this model are given in Sec. IV, and
we summarize our conclusions in Sec. V.

II. ELECTRON/POSITRON COSMIC
RAYS IN THE GALAXY

The key unknowns about cosmic rays in the Galaxy are
their origin and propagation. Primary cosmic rays originate
from astrophysical processes, such as supernova explosions
or pulsars. Their collisions with intergalactic matter create
secondary cosmic rays. The propagation of cosmic rays can
be described by the process of diffusion, in the form of the
transport equation [18]:

∂ψ
∂t ¼ Qðr⃗; pÞ þ ∇⃗ · ðDxx∇⃗ψ − V⃗ψÞ þ ∂

∂pp2Dpp
∂
∂p

1

p2
ψ

−
∂
∂p

�
_pψ −

p
3
ð∇⃗ · V⃗Þψ

�
−
ψ

τf
−
ψ

τr
; ð1Þ

where ψðr⃗; t; pÞ is the density of cosmic rays, V⃗ is the
convection velocity, τfðτrÞ is the timescale for fragmenta-
tion (radioactive decay), and _p is the momentum loss rate.
In the above equation, the convection terms are governed
by the Galactic wind and the diffusion in momentum space
induces the reacceleration process. The spatial diffusion
coefficient can then be written as

Dxx ¼ βD0ðR=R0Þδ; ð2Þ

with R and β being the rigidity and a particle velocity in
unit of the speed of light, respectively. This transport
equation is numerically solved with given boundary con-
ditions, that is, the cosmic ray density ψ vanishes at the
radius Rh and the height �L of the cylindrical diffusion
zone in the Galactic halo. The cosmic ray flux is then given
by vψ=ð4πÞ with v being the cosmic ray velocity.
The source term in Eq. (1) for the primary cosmic rays

can generally be given by the product of the spatial
distribution and the injection spectrum function:

Qiðr⃗; pÞ ¼ fðr; zÞqðpÞ: ð3Þ

For the above spatial distribution, we use the following
supernova remnants distribution,

fðr; zÞ ¼ f0

�
r
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�
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where r⊙ ¼ 8.5 kpc is the distance between the Sun and
the Galactic center, and the height of the Galactic disk is

taken to be zs ¼ 0.2 kpc. The two parameters a and b are
chosen to be 1.25 and 3.56, respectively [19]. For the
injection spectra of various nuclei and primary electrons,
one can assume broken power law function with one or
more breaks and indices. These rigidity breaks and power
law indices are the source injection parameters.
The secondary-to-primary ratio of cosmic ray nuclei (the

Boron-to-Carbon ratio B/C) and the ratio of secondary
isotopes (the Beryllium ratio 10Be=9Be) are widely
employed to constrain the cosmic ray propagation param-
eters [20–28], as they are respectively sensitive to the
traveling path and the lifetime of cosmic rays in the Galaxy.
The source injection parameters of cosmic ray nuclei and
electrons can be constrained by the measured proton flux
data and the low energy regions of the CRE spectra,
respectively. Recently, the AMS-02 collaboration released
abundant and precise data on the cosmic ray nuclei, e.g.,
proton [29], B/C [30], and Helium [31]. Combining the
latest CRE and nuclei data with old data sets such as from
CREAM [32] and PAMELA [33], one can constrain the
propagation and source injection parameters in a statistical
method. Based on these well fitted parameters, an up-to-
date primary electron and secondary electron/positron
cosmic rays can be obtained with high precision. Given
this astrophysical background, at high energies, we are
enabled to constrain extra compositions in cosmic rays such
as annihilating dark matter which also produces electrons
and positrons, in the light of the flux data newly reported by
the AMS-02, DAMPE, and Fermi-LAT collaborations. In
practice, we use the CRE background flux obtained in
Ref. [34] (see also Ref. [35]) which takes into account the
latest AMS-02 and DAMPE data based on the above global
fitting procedure. We should keep in mind that both the
explanation for the CRE excess measurements and the
background modeling are the subject of debate. In addition
to DM annihilation, there exist alternative astrophysical
explanations for the difference between the data and
prediction. The conclusion of the constraints on DM signal
below is dependent on the background model adopted here.
The DM source term of the CREs for a self-conjugate

DM particle can be described by the product of the spatial
function and the spectrum distribution as follows

Qðr; pÞ ¼ 1

2

ρ2ðrÞ
m2

D
hσvi dN

dE
: ð5Þ

Here, ρðrÞ is the DM spatial distribution, hσvi is the total
velocity-averaged DM annihilation cross section, and
dN=dE is the energy spectrum of cosmic ray particles
produced by the DM annihilation. For the DM spatial
distribution, we assume the standard Navarro-Frenk-White
(NFW) profile [36,37] to describe DM halo within the
Galaxy

ρðrÞ ¼ ρs
ðr=rsÞ−γ

ð1þ r=rsÞ3−γ
; ð6Þ
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with γ ¼ 1 and rs ¼ 20 kpc. The coefficient ρs is set to
give the local DM density ρðr⊙Þ ¼ 0.4 Gev=cm3. The
spectrum dN=dE depends on specific DM models.

III. TYPE II SEESAW MODEL
WITH SCALAR DM

In Table I, we list the particle content of the type II
seesaw model with scalar DM, relevant for our discussion
in this paper. An odd parity under the unbroken Z2 sym-
metry is assigned to the SM gauge-singlet scalar (D), which
makes it stable and a suitable DM candidate. The explicit
form of the SUð2ÞL triplet scalar in terms of three complex
scalars (electric charge neutral (Δ0), singly charged (Δþ)
and doubly charged (Δþþ) scalars) is given by

Δ ¼ σiffiffiffi
2

p Δi ¼
�
Δþ=

ffiffiffi
2

p
Δþþ

Δ0 −Δþ=
ffiffiffi
2

p
�
; ð7Þ

where σi’s are Pauli matrices.
Following the notations of Ref. [38], the scalar potential

relevant for type II seesaw is given by

VðH;ΔÞ ¼ −m2
HðH†HÞ þ λ

2
ðH†HÞ2

þM2
Δtr½Δ†Δ� þ λ1

2
ðtr½Δ†Δ�Þ2

þ λ2
2
ððtr½Δ†Δ�Þ2 − tr½Δ†ΔΔ†Δ�Þ

þ λ4H†HtrðΔ†ΔÞ þ λ5H†½Δ†;Δ�H
þ ½2λ6MΔHTiσ2Δ†H þ H:c:�; ð8Þ

where the coupling constants λi are taken to be real without
loss of generality. The scalar potential relevant for DMD is

VðDÞ ¼ 1

2
m2

0D
2 þ λDD4 þ λHD2H†H þ λΔD2trðΔ†ΔÞ:

ð9Þ

Through the couplings λH and λΔ in this scalar potential, a
pair of scalar DM particles annihilates into pairs of the
Higgs doublet and the triplet, i.e., DD → H†H, Δ†Δ.
nonzero vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the Higgs
doublet (v) generates a tadpole term for Δ through the last
term in Eq. (8). Minimizing the scalar potential, we obtain a
nonzero VEV of the triplet Higgs as hΔ0i ¼ vΔ=

ffiffiffi
2

p
≃

λ6v2=MΔ, by which the lepton number is spontaneously
broken. In order to achieve the right scale of the electro-
weak symmetry breaking, the constraint, v2 þ v2Δ ¼
ð246 GeVÞ2, must be satisfied. After the electroweak
symmetry breaking, one has the following triplet masses
in the limit of v ≫ vΔ,

M2
Δ�� ¼ M2

Δ þ 1

2
ðλ4 þ λ5Þv2; M2

Δ� ¼ M2
Δ þ 1

2
λ4v2;

M2
Δ0 ¼ M2

Δ þ 1

2
ðλ4 − λ5Þv2: ð10Þ

Here, Δ0 represents both CP-even and CP-odd neutral
triplet Higgs bosons. Taking a negative value for λ5, we can
arrange a nondegenerate spectrum for the triplet Higgs
bosons with only the doubly charged Higgs boson being
lighter than the scalar DM particle, i.e., MΔ�� < mD <
MΔ� ;MΔ0 . In this case, through Eq. (9), a pair of scalar DM
particles annihilates only into a pair of doubly charged
Higgs bosons with a cross section

hσviðDD → ΔþþΔ−−Þ ¼ 1

8πm2
D
λ2Δ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 −

M2
Δ��

m2
D

s
: ð11Þ

Here we assume λH ≪ λΔ to accommodate the direct DM
detection [9] and thus forbid annihilation into the Higgs
doublet. Although the small λH leads to negligible DM-
nucleon scattering mediated by the SM Higgs boson in the
t-channel, there exist loop diagrams induced by the quartic
coupling λΔ for direct detection. These penguinlike dia-
grams arise from the loop exchange of charged triplet
Higgses and γ=Z bosons. They generate the nonvanishing
scattering operator D2q̄γ5q, which leads to a momentum-
suppressed spin-dependent cross section [39]. As a result,
together with the suppression by the heavy triplet Higgses
in the loop, the relevant scattering cross section would not
be within reach of current or forthcoming experiments such
as XENON nT or LZ. Since the annihilation modes into
neutral and singly charged Higgs bosons are forbidden,
neutrinos are not created from the prompt decay of the
triplet scalar, thus evading a possible constraint from the
IceCube experiment [40,41].
As in the canonical type II seesaw, the triplet scalar (Δ)

has a Yukawa coupling with the lepton doublets given by

TABLE I. Particle content of the type II seesaw model with
scalar DM, relevant to our discussion in this paper. In addition to
the SM lepton doublets li

L (i ¼ 1, 2, 3 being the generation
index) and the Higgs doublet H, a complex SUð2ÞL triplet scalar
Δ, and a SM gauge-singlet real scalar D are introduced, along
with an unbroken Z2 symmetry. The triplet scaler Δ plays a key
role in type II seesaw mechanism, while the scalar D is the DM
candidate.

SUð2ÞL Uð1ÞY Z2

li
L 2 −1=2 þ

H 2 þ1=2 þ
Δ 3 þ1 þ
D 1 0 −
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LΔ ¼ −
1ffiffiffi
2

p ðYΔÞijðli
LÞTCiσ2Δlj

L þ H:c:

¼ −
1ffiffiffi
2

p ðYΔÞijðνiLÞTCΔ0νjL þ 1

2
ðYΔÞijðνiLÞTCΔþejL

þ 1ffiffiffi
2

p ðYΔÞijðeiLÞTCΔþþejL þ H:c:; ð12Þ

where C is the charge conjugate matrix, and ðYΔÞij denotes
the elements of the Yukawa matrix. In Eq. (12), the neutrino
mass matrix is given by

mν ¼ vΔðYΔÞij: ð13Þ

The Yukawa interactions of the doubly charged Higgs
boson are

LΔ ⊃ −
1ffiffiffi
2

p ðeiLÞTCðYΔÞijΔþþejL; ð14Þ

and the partial decay width of the doubly charged Higgs
boson into a same-sign dilepton is thus given by

ΓðΔþþ → iþjþÞ ¼ 1

8πð1þ δijÞ
jðYΔÞijj2MΔþþ ;

i; j ¼ e; μ; τ: ð15Þ

For vΔ ≲ 10−4 GeV, the decays of doubly charged Higgs
are dominated by the above leptonic channels [42]. With
this assumption we focus only on the same-sign leptonic
decay modes of Δþþ in the analysis below. Thus, the decay
branching ratios are only governed by Eq. (15) and are
independent of the triplet Higgs mass. Note that the
Yukawa coupling matrix YΔ has a direct relation with
the neutrino oscillation data,

YΔ ¼ 1

vΔ
U�

PMNSDνU
†
PMNS; ð16Þ

with UPMNS being the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata
(PMNS) neutrino mixing matrix and Dν is a diagonal mass
eigenvalue matrix for the light neutrinos. Using the
neutrino oscillation data [12] and the above decay width
formula, we can obtain the patterns of the charged lepton
flavors produced by the doubly charged Higgs boson
decay. In the following numerical calculations, we consider
two cases for the light neutrino mass spectrum, namely, the

normal hierarchy (NH) and the inverted hierarchy (IH) to
account for the undetermined neutrino mass ordering. For
the two benchmarks, the obtained branching ratios of the
doubly charged Higgs boson decay into the leptonic final
states are shown in Table II [43]. Remarkably, the branch-
ing ratio of doubly charged Higgs decay into e�e� in IH is
50 times greater than that in NH, while all remaining decay
channels are comparable between these two mass patterns.
For the 4-body CRE spectrum we consider, one has

dN
dE

¼
X
i;j

BRðΔ�� → i�j�Þ
�
dN̄i

dE
þ dN̄j

dE

�
; ð17Þ

where i, j ¼ e, μ, τ. The cosmic ray spectrum dN̄=dE in the
lab frame is given by the spectrum from the triplet Higgs
decay in its rest frame, denoted by dN=dE0, after a Lorentz
boost [44,45]. Namely,

dN̄
dE

¼
Z

t1;max

t1;min

dx0
x0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − ϵ2

p dN
dE0

; ð18Þ

where

t1;max ¼ min

�
1;
2x
ϵ2

�
1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − ϵ2

p ��
; ð19Þ

t1;min ¼
2x
ϵ2

�
1 −

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − ϵ2

p �
; ð20Þ

with ϵ ¼ MΔ��=mD and x ¼ E=mD ≤ 0.5. For the propa-
gation parameters of dark matter, we assume the MED
model [46,47] with δ ¼ 0.7, D0 ¼ 0.0112 kpc2=Myr,
L ¼ 4 kpc and the convective velocity VC ¼ 12 km=s,
and use MicrOMEGAs 5.0 [48] to calculate the CRE
spectrum from DM annihilations.

IV. RESULTS

The obtained cosmic ray fluxes, together with the
experimental data points, are put into a composite like-
lihood function, defined as

χ2 ¼
X
i

ðfthi − fexpi Þ2
σ2i

; ð21Þ

where fthi ¼ fDMi þ fbkgi are the theoretical predictions of
the CRE flux from the DM annihilation (fDMi ) plus the
astronomical background (fbkgi ), while fexpi are the corre-
sponding central value of the experimental data. In order to
take into account, amongst others, the uncertainty related
to the fixed propagation parameters, we stipulate a 10%
uncertainty of the theoretical predictions. The theoretical
and experimental uncertainties are then combined in
quadrature to yield the σi. The sum in Eq. (21) runs over
the AMS-02 eþ flux data (E > 1 GeV, 70 data points), the

TABLE II. Benchmark decay branching ratios of doubly
charged Higgs boson for NH and IH spectra.

BR ee eμ eτ μμ μτ ττ

NH 1% 2% 2% 30% 35% 30%
IH 50% 1% 1% 12% 24% 12%
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DAMPE eþ þ e− data (without the excess point at
E ≃ 1.4 TeV, 37 data points) or the Fermi-LAT eþ þ e−

data (High-Energy region with E > 42 GeV, 27 data
points). Note that, for the DAMPE data, we exclude the
data point with energy of about 1.4 TeV, as the evidence for
the kneelike feature of eþ þ e− is rather strong but the
linelike signal has to be confirmed in the future [49].
Due to the nondegenerate spectrum for triplet Higgs,

we assume a mass benchmark with small difference
mD −MΔþþ ¼ 10 GeV, and hσvi¼ κBFhσvi0 with hσvi0 ¼
3 × 10−26 cm3=s (typical thermal DM annihilation cross
section) and κBF being the boost factor. Thus, we employ
two free parameters, mD and κBF, to fit the observed CRE
spectrum. Note that, although the small mass difference

gives a phase-space suppression factor for the annihilation
rate, the quartic coupling λΔ remains in the perturbative
range [9]. In Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), we display our best-fit
spectrum of cosmic ray positron in the type II seesaw with
scalar DM, for mD −MΔþþ ¼ 10 GeV, and NH and IH
spectra, along with the AMS-02 data. Figures 1(c) and 1(d)
also shows the favored region and the best-fit point of the
DM model parameters in the plane of κBF vs mD to fit the
AMS-02 data. In Figs. 2 and 3, we show our results
corresponding to Fig. 1 but for fitting the eþ þ e− flux
measured by the DAMPE and the Fermi-LAT collabora-
tions, respectively. The corresponding favored regions and
the best-fit points of the DM model parameters are
also shown. Figure 4 displays the favored regions and

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 1. (a) and (b): Comparison of the positron flux observed by the AMS-02 (red dots and dark error bars) with the type II seesaw
model with scalar dark matter, formD −MΔþþ ¼ 10 GeV, and NH (a) and IH (b) spectra. The blue solid line shows the prediction of the
total cosmic ray flux with dark matter parameter values that best fit the AMS-02 data. The total predicted flux is the sum of the
background flux (green curve) and the dark matter contribution (purple curve). (c) and (d): The AMS-02 favored region and best-fit
point (orange point) of DM model parameters (κBF vs mD), for mD −MΔþþ ¼ 10 GeV, and NH (c) and IH (d) spectra. The contours
represent 1σ (blue) and 2σ (red) confidence regions. The upper limits on κBF by the Fermi-LAT (green curve) and CMB (purple curve)
are also shown.
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the best-fit points by combined AMS-02, DAMPE, and
Fermi-LAT. Our results indicate that these CRE observa-
tions are consistent with the dark matter hypothesis by
improving the fit to the data.
Our results of best-fit parameters are summarized in

Table III. One can see that the increase of eþ or eþ þ e−

favors a multi-TeV DM mass and a boost factor κBF ¼
Oð1000Þ for the annihilation cross section in this model.
The Breit-Wigner enhancement for boosting the annihila-
tion cross section of the DM particles may arise by
introducing a new scalar coupled to D and Δ [4,9]. In
particular, with 50 times greater branching ratio of doubly
charged Higgs decay into e�e�, the favored DMmass in IH
has a reduction of 30% − 40% compared to that in NH. It is
due to the sharper spectrum induced by the leading prompt
e�e� channel in IH. Moreover, as the first direct detection
of eþ þ e− knee, DAMPE relatively prefers IH over NH,
while both of NH and IH in this model indistinguishably fit
AMS-02 and Fermi-LAT without a measured kneelike
feature. More precise measurement of the flux for higher

energy range in the future should reveal a preference for
NH or IH.
With a large amount of dark matter, dwarf galaxies serve

as the bright targets for searching gamma rays from dark
matter annihilation. Since the Fermi-LAT experiments
[50,51] have found no gamma ray excess from the dwarf
spheroidal satellite galaxies (dSphs) of the Milky Way,
following the Fermi’s maximum likelihood analysis, one
can place an upper limit on the DM annihilation cross
section for a given mD. This limit appears to be more
stringent than other gamma ray observations from the
Milky Way [50]. We perform the likelihood analysis and
show the upper limit on κBF by the Fermi-LAT dSphs in
Figs. 1–3. One can see a tension between the CRE favored
region and the Fermi-LAT dSphs limit. An enhancement by
a factor of about two of the local DM density is needed to
evade the Fermi-LAT dSphs constraint. This enhancement
can be ascribed to density fluctuations in the Milky Way
halo [52]. The observations of cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB) anisotropies also provide constraint on this

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 2. Electron plus positron flux that best fit the DAMPE data, as labeled in Fig. 1.
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(c) (d)

FIG. 3. Electron plus positron flux that best fit the Fermi-LAT data, as labeled in Fig. 1.

(a) (b)

FIG. 4. The favored region and best-fit point by combined AMS-02, DAMPE and Fermi-LAT, as labeled in Fig. 1.
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model with annihilating DM [53]. From Planck temper-
ature and polarization data, the bound is taken to be [54]

hσvifeff
mD

< 4.1 × 10−28 cm3=s=GeV; ð22Þ

where feff is an efficiency factor determined by the
spectrum of injected electrons and photons from prompt
DM annihilation into lepton species in Eq. (17). Given the
efficiency curve as a function of energy for eþ=e− and
photons in Ref. [55], we obtain the CMB upper limit on κBF
as shown in the bottom panels of Figs. 1–3. The enhance-
ment factor of about two of the local DM density can also
help to evade the CMB constraint.

V. CONCLUSION

Type II seesaw extension of the SM with a SM gauge-
singlet scalar DM is a simple framework to supplement the
SM with the desired neutrino mass matrix and a plausible
DM candidate. With a suitable choice of the model
parameters, the scalar DM naturally becomes leptophilic;
a pair of DM particles mainly annihilates into the doubly
charged Higgs bosons which, in turn, decay into charged
leptons. We have calculated the spectrum of the cosmic ray
electron/positron flux from DM pair annihilations in the

Galactic halo. Given an astrophysical background spectrum
of the cosmic ray flux, we have found that the contributions
from the DM annihilations can nicely fit the cosmic ray
spectrum measured by the AMS-02, DAMPE, and Fermi-
LAT collaborations, with a multi-TeV range of DM mass
and a boost factor for the DM annihilation cross section of
Oð1000Þ. Because of the type II seesaw structure for
generating the neutrino mass matrix, the lepton flavor
decomposition of the primary leptons from the doubly
charged Higgs boson decay is determined by the pattern of
the light neutrino mass spectrum and the neutrino oscil-
lations data. We have considered the NH and IH cases for
the light neutrino mass spectrum. As summarized in
Table III, the IH case is preferred for fitting the DAMPE
data, while both the NH and IH cases can equally fit the
AMS-02 and the Fermi-LAT data. We have also considered
the Fermi-LAT and CMB constraints on the DM pair
annihilation cross section and found a tension, which
can be ameliorated with an enhanced local DM density
by a factor of about two.
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